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[I am making no effort to put these notes in any logical order. ] 

This is been the most bizarre media event I have ever seen close up! 
It was certainly a PR coup for the FBI. They got the sort of treatment that 
Nixon must have hoped for with his Watergate transcripts, but didn't get. 

I wonder what sort of coverage there would have been if the FBI had released 
1000 pages a week over the past year? Quite different, I'm sure. 

I was told that someone in the FBI now thought it was a mistake to have 
released the first 600 pages to me in September — allegedly because it allowed 
stories to be written based on speculation which was rebutted in later documents. 
In fact, it allowed a couple of stories to be written based on careful selection 
of documents, with time to get the necessary background information from other 
sources. 

I guess I didn't expect the press to focus on the conspiracy-oriented evidence, 
but I was astounded by the speed with which they concluded that there was nothing 
to contradict the Warren Report. (As if there was nothing in the 26 volumes or 
the Archives that did that!) Evelyn Wood must be proud. 

Unless my ears were playing tricks on me, I heard NBC Radio report at 7 a.m. 
California time - half an hour after the documents were made available in the 
reading room - that there were "no startling new revelations." 

Were there FBI briefings for) the press? Maybe NBC got that on background. 
We should ask around. Was Gemberling prominently present? 

It was also astounding how often it was reported that something had not been 
released before, or had not been piven to the Warren Commission, when there could 
barely have been time to check that, and it was in fact not true. UPI "discovered" 
the Sibert-O'Neill report on the autopsy, which hadn't been released before, unless 
you count 1966. I would think it! doesn't take a very great expertise in the case 
to know that. 

The "new release" angle really got people going. What would happen if I 
took a few thousand pages from my| file of internal Warren Commission memos, stamped 
"Top Secret" on them, and left a opy on UPI's doorstep, saying they had been 
obtained from a confidential source? We can't entirely fault the FBI; the form 
letter I got specified that much of this material had been in the 26 volumes or was 
available at the Archives. Didn't the press get the same letter? 

I was impressed that Jim McManus of CBS seemed to be out of step a bit. 
While most of the press was saying that there was nothing to disprove the Warren 
Report, he said that: So far, reporters have found no new information to put to 
rest the many controversies that began in Dallas.... (Radio News, 6 p.m. 12/7) 
Nothing about the Warren Report being upheld. Good for him!! 

TI guess it's not wise to jump to any conclusions without asking McManus, but 
a little literary analysis of what he said does suggest to me that there was some 
conflict, involving corporate policy. The just-quoted conclusion was tempered 
by the following: but in half a on, assassination buffs will certainly find new 
leads to pursue. Here, "but" doesn't make much sense: "and" would be more appro- 
priate. That's the sort of glitch I would expect if the first part of the sentence 
had originally been to the effect that there was nothing to disprove the Warren Report. 

[Whoops - I have been quoting from a rough transcript of McManus' remarks. 
Here are his exact words: "So far, reporters have found no new information that 
would put to rest the many controversies that began in Dallas 15 [sic] years ago, 
but in a half ton of FBI records, assassination buffs almost certainly will find 
new leads to pursue."] 

For the Cronkite show (which may or may not have been taped later), Cronkite 
started out by saying that McManus "so far has found suspicions of conspiracy, but 
no hard facts to contradict the Warren Commission conclusion" that LHO did it alone. 
McManus’ own conclusion again contained an inappropriate "but": "It is likely that 
amid the half ton of FBI papers, assassination buffs will find more leads to 
pursue; but so far, the record reveals no new information that would put to rest 
the many lingering controversies surrounding the death of President Kennedy." 
Again, "and" would be better. [I recognize the possibility that I'm reading this much too closely, but...]
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files, although of course I am very interested in them, especially the records 
of contacts with the DPD, the FBI, etc. in the week or so after 11/22. On 
December 1, I wrote the Army again, pointing out the references to pre-assassination 
Oswald items in FBI Serial 49D; there has been no answer. If anyone wants to 
pursue this, my request was handled by the FOI Office of the Army Intelligence 
and Security Command, at 301-677-4011/4743. | 

One more substantive point ~— I am quite curious about what the meeting 
with Hoover meant for Rankin and the Commission. Someone could ask him, of course. 
Also, we should check the executive session transcripts of January 24 and 27, 
where there was (as I recall) some discussion of 'the difficulties caused by Hoover's 
position. (I don't recall anything relevant in the earlier executive sessions.) 

Back to "Beat the Press": I wonder if any of the reporters feel that they 
have been had by the FBI? For some, it might be awkward if a smoking gun did turn 
up in the 40,000 pages tomorrow. (Or in the next 40,000 pages, even.) They may 
have been sandbagged into a pro-Warren Report position, the way Hoover may have 
been committed to that position by his initial reaction. As Sylvia pointed out to 
me, we're seeing a bit of a rerun of 1964, when the Warren Report was resoundingly 
endorsed before the 26 volumes came out. 

It's amusing to see the press aving problems with a swamp of details, the 
way the Commission did. Some reporters might appreciate seeing the comments made 
by the Commissioners in the early executive sessions, to that effect. 

It is interesting to see the press make a virtue of the way the FBI tracked 
down all the junk leads, and of Hoover's suspicions of conspiracy. The dynamics 
of the pro- and anti-conspiracy forces right after the assassination are, I think, 
quite complex and not at all clear yet. . 

I think the S.F. Examiner gets the prize for, the most astounding editorial on 
this subject. (And not only becaus part of it is based on the report that Hoover 
withheld the Pedro Charles story from the Commission, which the Examiner thought he 
really shouldn't have done.) The writer seems to have perceived that the claims of 
"nothing to contradict the Warren R port" might have been a trace premature. 
"Considerable time would be needed to digest the entire report." Do we get a call 
for a careful study along those lines by the press? No: "Once that has been done
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I'1l hold back on additional comments on specific documents until I see them. 

All will differ."


